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rapid but low conversation in Spanish and the door swung
inward. We followed the girl down a bare unlighted hallway.
"We passed through a room which the single candle lighted
eerily. Here were the men who had been outside. They looked
us over suspiciously but said nothing. The girl opened a door
into another room. In its center was a bare wooden table on
which were two candles, the remains of a loaf of bread and
jug of pulque. The girl offered chairs, and we sat down. The
men peered in from the other room. I noted that the room in
which we were sitting had no windows and but two exits, the
door through which we had come and another leading through
the opposite end.
As we sat waiting, it occurred to me that the situation was
somewhat ridiculous. I had wittingly succeeded in placing
myself at the mercy of a group of Mexican rebels, or were
they merely bandits? A dozen armed men were within a few
yards of me in one direction and what the other exit held was
mystery. I had a sniffling cold and started to reach for my
handkerchief in a rear trouser pocket and thought better
of it. For perhaps five minutes thus we sat waiting. The whole
affair had been exciting and tense. I had not spoken a dozen
words with my interpreter since he picked me up at the Calle
Cinco de Mayo. I now asked in English: "What is the idea?"
"This is the rendezvous," he replied. The Mexican girl
had disappeared. Then from the darkened far room emerged
Cordova.
Though demonstrating constant evidences of watchfulness,
the rebel jefe was most affable. He was not armed, and he
advanced to shake hands immediately, demanding of the in-
terpreter, however, some renewed evidence of my absolute
reliability and some proof that I would not leave the house
and notify the Carranza authorities of his whereabouts. I

